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Figure 1 
Fibre Optic Link Model for a typical SatCom Interfacility Installation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application Note 035 –  The Effect of Optical Loss on 
Link Gain 

This document describes how the optical loss within a fibre optic link will affect the overall 
system gain in typical installations. 

Introduction 

When designing the inter-facility links, power budget 

definition is crucial in optimising system transport 

performance.  To this end, it is important to understand 

the budget penalty introduced by analogue optical links.   

 

Fibre Optic Link Gain 

A typical broadband inter-facility fibre optic link (FOL) 

installed in Teleports and Earth Stations comprises:- 

• RF input 

• electrical to optical (E/O) converter (fibre optic 

transmitter) plus pre-amp and matching circuit 

• fibre optic cable (single mode fibre terminated with 

industry standard optical connectors such as 

FC/APC) 

• O/E converter (fibre optic receiver) plus post-amp 

and matching circuit 

 

APC or angled physical contact is employed at the fibre 

interconnections in order to minimise back reflections and 

the impact Fresnel reflections have on laser stability. 

 

 

The ultimate fibre optic link gain, G, is function of the 

elemental components making up the link as defined in 

figure 1 and includes:- 

• transmitter efficiency 

• fibre (and connector) loss 

• receiver efficiency 

• ratio of the output to input impedance 

 

In the case of a SatCom L-band resistively matched link, 

the FOL gain can be simply expressed as:- 

 

G = T + R – 2FL (dB) 

 

Where T is the transmitter gain, R the receiver gain and 

FL is the insertion loss of the fibre optic cable and 

connectors. 

 

If we consider a typical PPM ViaLite L-band fibre optic 

link, where T = -11dB and R = 20dB, such that:-  

 

G = -11+20-2FL (dB)         (1) 

 

Hence 

G = 9 – 2FL       (dB)         (2) 

 

Insertion loss depends on the type of fibre and connectors 

used.  Standard Corning SMF28 fibre has an insertion 

loss of 0.4dB/km at 1310nm and 0.25dB/km 1550nm.  

Good quality optical FC/APC connectors typically have a 

0.5dB optical insertion loss per mated set. 
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It is important to remember that the optical term in the link 

gain expression has a scaling factor of 2 for the RF 

domain. This means for each 1dB of optical loss, there is 

a corresponding 2dB of RF loss. 

 

This scaling factor is derived from the opto-electrical 

conversion process and the fact that when converting 

optical power into RF power, the RF current is directly 

proportional to the optical power, as shown in figures 2 

and 3, and that RF power is proportional to the square of 

the RF current. 

 

Figure 2 

Direct modulation of a laser 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 

Direct demodulation using a photodiode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the transmit optical power is Pt and the receive optical 

power is Pr, then the optical loss FL , expressed in dB is:- 

 

FL = 10log[Pr/Pt]  (dB)     (3) 

 

However, the equivalent RF loss LRF in dB will be:- 

 

LRF = 20log[Pr/Pt] = 2FL     (4) 

 

This is an important feature of installed fibre optic links 

and must be taken into account when specifying top level 

power budget performance data. 

 

Worked Example 

Consider the case of establishing a terrestrial fibre link 

from a remote Teleport to a service node some 8.75km 

away.  The gain of the ViaLite L-band fibre optic link  

given by equation 1 is:- 

 

G = -11+20 –2*(8.75*0.4 +2*0.5)  (dB) 

 

G = 0 dB, 

 

which means we have a unity gain fibre optic link.   

 

Simply put, what goes in comes out. 

 

Conclusions 

This application note has shown how to calculate the 

overall link  gain of a fibre optic link. 

 

 


